
planoplano
in-wall design speakers



Plano is a unique collection of high-performance in-wall 
speakers for the world’s most exclusive homes.

In a stereo or in a surround setup, Plano will live up to 
the expectation to create a magical sound performance 
while blending into the interior design.

While Plano R3 is a compact and accurate in-wall 
speaker for smaller rooms or as a surround speaker, the 
bigger Plano R5 is our reference design and your perfect 
fit as a front stereo or center speaker.

Beautiful design

miro
brushed black



High quality materials and hand-picked fabrics set a new 
standard in speaker finishing and allow for an aesthetic 
integration with Basalte’s exclusive line of keypads and 
control panels.

Brushed aluminium, lacquered white, bronze, nickel and brass 
finishes combined with an exclusive palette of top-quality 
fabrics by Gabriel and Kvadrat from Denmark give you 
plenty of choice to find the perfect combination that fits your 
interior.

plano R5
brushed brass



Although being understated and minimalistic, Plano speakers use the latest state-of-the-art technology to create an 
impeccable sound performance.

Impeccable sound

The powerful 6,5” aluminium mid-woofers are 
equipped with an aluminium phase plug for 
extended high frequency response and linearity.



While the 1” high resolution AMT ribbon tweeter combines wide dispersion and a crystal-
clear response, the tiltable and rotational suspension creates extra directivity. 

Plano R5 is equipped with additional double 6.5” Kevlar bass woofers for that extra oomph.

The EQ adjustment allows to fine-tune both high and low frequency responses to custom 
tailor the sound.

The installer friendly fast-lock mounting allows for a super easy installation.



Plano collection

Plano R3 Plano R5

product number 0593-xx 0595-xx

frequency response 55 Hz – 25 kHz +/- 3dB 46 Hz – 25 kHz +/- 3dB

impedance 8 ohm 8 ohm

power handling 25 – 150W 25 - 200W

sensitivity 92dB @ 2.83V/1m 94dB @ 2.83V/1m

speaker depth 95 mm / 3.74” 95 mm / 3.74”

on-wall thickness 14 mm / 0.55” 14 mm / 0.55”

outer dimensions 221 x 442mm / 8.7” x 17.4” 221 x 828mm / 8.7” x 32.6”

cut-out dimensions 175 x 396mm / 6.89” x 15.59” 175 x 782mm / 6.89” x 30.79”



light grey
xxxx-A07

purple
xxxx-A08

ocean blue
xxxx-A09

soft green
xxxx-A10

dark green
xxxx-A11

everglade green
xxxx-B05

misty blue
xxxx-B06

dark blue
xxxx-B07

light blue
xxxx-A02

bronze grey
xxxx-A03

deep red
xxxx-A04

dark grey
xxxx-A06

soft orange
xxxx-A05

neon green
xxxx-B04

greige
xxxx-B02

havana brown
xxxx-B03

satin white 
xxxx-04

brushed nickel
xxxx-07 

brushed brass
xxxx-08

brushed black
xxxx-03

brushed aluminium
xxxx-01

bronze
xxxx-05

GABRIEL KVADRAT

Pictures shown are indicative only. 
The actual finishes can have a different surface aspect.

front fabrics 
Choose your front cover fabric from a handpicked variety of top quality fabrics by Gabriel and Kvadrat: 
handmade in Denmark.

Plano 3 cover: 0593-xxx
Plano 5 cover: 0595-xxx

speaker finishes
Select your preferred material to match with your interior finishes and other Basalte products. 



www.basalte.be


